
Air nipper suitable
for manual cutting work.
The GT-NL series is an air nipper used by hand.
Blades close when the lever is gripped and open when 
the lever is held off.
The air nippers make it easy to cut and drill holes in 
metals that are difficult to cut with diagonal pliers. 
(Some air nippers should be newly designed.)
Reduces the burden of the workers. Best for the 
process with a large amount of work.

Safety lever is equipped. Prevents 
unexpected operations.
The nipper body is knurled for anti-slip. 
The safety lever is of the structure that the lever 
cannot be operated unless the pin is folded down. 
This prevents the nipper from unexpected operation 
when the rounded body rotates on a table, allowing 
the safe and efficient work.

Existing blades can be used.
The existing blades for the same capacity class (such 
as 3, 5, 7...) can be used as  a replacement blade.
A variety of blades are available: cutting of plastic and 
metallic items, crimping, nipping, and so on.

Recommended to the following cases:
▶Working with diagonal pliers causes fatigue in the 
hand due to the large amount of work involved.

▶Cutting metal wire materials requires a lot of force 
when working by hand.

▶Want to simplify pipe crimping and making holes in 
thin sheets.

▶For cutting cloth fabrics, cotton threads, and aramid 
fibers (polymer material), air scissors type is also 
recommended.

Air Nipper Series with Safety Lever
No.GT-NL3/NL5/NL7/NL10/NL12/NL20/NL30/NL50

Hand-Held Air Nippers with Safety Lever
Newly developed from the market requests.

Air Scissor No.GT-H30

Serrated micro edge (enlarged)

Micro edge blades are also 
available for the products 
that are hard to cut.
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●Specifications, dimensions, and others may be subject to change without prior notice.

Air Nippers with Safety Lever
●For cutting plastic and steel, or for crimping work.
●With the made-to-order blades, the supported range of applications is endless. 
●Safer and more efficient. Less fatigue.
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Reference
Size（㎜）

 112 23 7 14 45 0.4～0.5 115 Rc 1/8 Rc 1/4 035257
 103 30 7 17 64 0.4～0.5 157 Rc 1/8 Rc 1/4 035264
 123 34 9 17 116 0.4～0.5 201 Rc 1/4 Rc 1/4 035271
 132 34 9 17 116 0.4～0.5 208 Rc 1/4 Rc 1/4 035288
 142 36 12 20 116 0.5～0.6 242 Rc 1/4 Rc 1/4 035295
 148 45 12 23 230 0.5～0.6 372 Rc 1/4 Rc 1/4 035301
 185 56 17 30 584 0.5～0.6 627 Rc 1/4 Rc 1/4 035318
 237 75 25.2 43 1170 0.5～0.6 1211 Rc 1/4 Rc 1/4 035325
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●Do not touch the blade. ●Always wear protective goggles and earplugs when working with the product. ●When installing or
replacing blades or the nipper, be sure to shut off the power source. ●Do not use the product if any abnormality such as cracks,
chipping, abrasion, or deformation is found. ●Do not use the product in which electricity is running. ●The product may cause 
vibration. ●Do not modify the product.
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Inlet bush*

Handle female thread

*The inlet bush (Rc1/4) is equipped with the NL3, NL5, NL7, NL10, and NL12.

Air cock*

*The air cock (Rc1/4) is equipped with the NL20, NL30, and NL50.

Safety lever

We design your custom-made blades, even from 1 piece!

AngledA

Direct gate
A sprue that is directly gated.

Nail pullingVO

BendingDI ScissorsVHA Film gateCutting
stranded
wires

Nipping, L-shapedK L-shapedL TubeTN

PunchingG Plier typeI

CrimpingC Ride gateD NippingE

Powerful cuttingF

AngledB

CrankH

AHE Crank, nipping
For processing small gates that 
are automatically 
cut during mold 
release, etc.

Straight,
Straight longJ(JL)

For cases that the 
nipper cannot reach 
the gate with a normal 
blade because the 
product is long.

Side opening
M/XL/XR

Air Nipper Series with Safety Lever

The capacity is for reference only when mounting a standard blade. Subject to the blade type and the material of the product to cut.
※Working air hose inner dia.: 5mm  ※Overall length / Weight: Accessories not included.
The existing GT-N will be discontinued as soon as the stock runs out, and the GT-NL will be the replacement model after the discontinuation.
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GT-NL

Cautions

VESSEL provides solutions of 
customized blades for a wide 
variety of applications.
Custom-made blades are 
designed flexibly according to a 
wide range of demands and 
offered at the minimum cost and 
lead-time. 
See the examples below. We 
accept orders for small quantity 
as well.
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Steel
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Model No.


